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In 1984 Robert Caldana published his classic work on impact-driven. Influence has given us six popular principles that monitor the science of influence: exchange: responsibility to give back. Social Proof: The power of consensus, we are doing whatever we feel. Choice: Responsibilities of friendship, or
being swayed by people like you. The following are some of the best: personal alignment is required. The AUTHORITY: We follow what we see as experts. Lack: We don't want what's available. Now, after 30 years, Professor C.C.D.A. presents the public with a new book: Pre Suasion: A Revolutionary
Way to Influence and Convince. What is the time everything is really separating good commonacaters from successful perseders? Using the same combination of rigorous scientific research and access that is an extraordinary castor to its effectiveness, Coldana explains how to invest in the necessary
window of time before delivering an important message to you. The moment people are treated for this change prepares to be content with a message before experiencing it. Maximum motivation is achieved only through maximum pre-suasion. In other words, it is important to change the mind to change
the mind. The high attention to change a listening behavior, beliefs, or experiences is not necessary, says C.E.D.A. — all that is needed is a communication to redirect the attention of the audience before a related action. It is also an important point that should increase the aboro: the possibility of
determining a person's choice in a situation is not the one that offers the most accurate or useful advice. Instead, it is the one who has been raised in the time of decision (and thus in the stability). How does a channel focus? This is an interesting example from the book-filling survey. The current problem
for consumer research organizations is that the public (US) can't be bothered to take part in their surveys, focused groups, and taste tests. Even with substantial inlet in the form of cash payments, free products, or gift certificates, the percentage of people who agreed to cooperate may be reduced. Can
these researchers eliminate their problems by requesting users' information in the moment after a pre-suasive question? The short answer is a fantastic yes-response rate increased from 29% to 77.3 percent. How? Without taking any of the expensive payments, marketers often feel compelled to employ,
they started to communicate with the previously suave: Do you consider yourself a helpful person? After brief reflection, almost everyone answered yes. And, in this well-received moment-after-articles are privately verified and publicly verified by their helpful nature-researchers, requesting help with their
survey. 77.3 percent volunteer. This principle of high concentration also determines that the elections are won. This theory also shows political parties in an election. Voters will have a higher chance of a higher position on the media agenda. Opinions are influenced by the media. A case studies: In the
summer of 2000, several Eastern European migrants were injured when a pipe bomb exploded at the main train station in Daasseldorf, Germany. Although there was no evidence and the pound was gone, authorities initially suspected that a right-wing Groupofata was responsible for an anti-immigrant
agenda. A sensational aspect of the story - one of the victims not only lost a leg in the explosion but also encouraged a repeat of the news stories about right-wing extremism in Germany the following month. At the same time, the polls showed that the percentage of Germans who had given the right-wing
extremism had to face their country from zero to 35% - a percentage that later sank again as news reports about the spiked. We have to focus on it as soon as there is a trend to assign the level to the level of the idea. If high attention already provides suasive, there are any features of the information that
automatically invites such attention and therefore does not require special communication efforts. The Attention of The Canada points to three naturally located commanders: sexual, threatening, and different. Communications that can focus the audience on the instrumental elements of an argument
creates the opportunity that the argument will likely be unchallenged against such a view, which results in The Atlantic exiting the atmosphere. Some types of information have the power to collect the initial pull power with power: self-relevant, incomplete and mysterious. Language can be used to produce
geographically desired results of both languages and visualization, such as greater job performance, more positive staff reviews, and- In a remarkable example, afghan Taliban release kidnapped prisoners: In July 2007, afghan Taliban kidnapped more than 25 South Korean church-sponsored aid workers
and the remaining 19 independents The negotiations designed to go so badly that the kidnappers named the next two hostages they planned to kill, south Korea's National Intelligence Service chief, Kim Man-bok, to fly in an attempt to save the negotiations. He brought a plan. It was to contact the South
Korean bargaining team that is central to the identity of the militant group: their language. After his arrival, Kim replaced his negotiator, whose appeal was transferred through an Afghan translator, who was a South Korean representative, who was a Pashtun. According to Kim, who won the hostages' Swift
release, was the key language in the negotiations. However, it was not because of any greater health or anxiety of oral exchanges. But because of this, mostly Adam and the pre-suasive when our counterparts saw that our negotiator was speaking his language, Pakhtunkhem, he developed a kind of
strong closeness with us, and thus the negotiations went well. There is also influence. As words and pictures can change to some associations immediately, so places can. This way, it becomes possible to find the physical and psychological environment associated with the sensitivities associated with
our respective goals and send yourself to the desired instructions. It is also possible to achieve your goals by moving others into the environment with supportive skills. For example, young women do better on science, mathematics, and leadership tasks if the room is assigned with the sciences (pictures,
for example), the tasks are known to be skilled. So do these posters in classrooms, in fact, make a difference! The principle of this 7th effect: the Alliance shows an additional universal principle of The Canadian Influence: The Alliance. There is a certain type of alliance - that best one is related to us and
that, if previously raised awareness, more acceptance, support, choice, help, confidence, and consequently, leads to incompatibility. One way we establish relationships is by presenting genetic common senses associated with family and place – tree and geography. We can also make relationships with



each other as a result of working together. When people act in a unitary manner, they become unazad. And when such activity is first organized, it creates mutual interest and support. This principle explains the great help between strangers, cooperation between teams, friendship between children,
friendship between school children, love between college students, and loyalty between users and brands. But is it morally? Those who use a more suave look than before must decide whether to present their message immediately before. But they also need to decide first whether, on moral grounds,
such approach is to employ. Canada sees that commonacaters from businesses keep profits above ethics in their appeal. That way, the reason to worry is that the pre-suasive described in this book will be used. The evidence against professor non-ethical use, data from the study suggests that such
strategies undermine organizational profit in three powerful ways. Ethical companies that are 1) poor employee performance, 2) high-employee business, and 3) employee fraud and given. Those who live with the sword , etc . I'm not sure that these arguments will stop being moral. Perhaps that's why we
will need more and more consumer protection laws to prevent psychological diamond-splitting. It is a question that excludes governance and democracy, but companies should be aware of the potential for abuse. This book, like the one of caldana, is a quick classic and Read with high attention. Jenny
Kiwing is an independent marketer and project manager based in Texas. Texas.
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